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Long history of high power lasers at LLNL
(Inertial Confinement Fusion Program)
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Electron Beam Format

Laser Format

This technology enables a γγ collider 
(only need e- beams)
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Enabling technology: LLNL Mercury and 
LIFE Lasers

First proposed 1981; Ginzburg, Kotkin, Serbo, Telnov



γγ collider provides unique physics capability
(Good candidate for Higgs factory)
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Direct production of Higgs (Jz=0)
e+e- requires ZH

80% polarized e- beams and 
circular polarization of laser 
enhances Jz = 0 (signal) and 
suppresses Jz=2 (background)

need polarized e- gun
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Figure 2: We plot the CAIN [20] predictions for the γγ luminosity, L = dL/dEγγ , in units of fb−1/3.33 GeV

(3.33 GeV being the bin size) for circularly polarized [case (II)] photons assuming a 107 sec year,
√

s =

160 GeV, 80% electron beam polarization, and a 1.054/3 micron laser wave length. Beamstrahlung and

other effects are included. The dashed (dotted) curve gives the component of the total luminosity that

derives from the Jz = 0 (Jz = 2) two-photon configuration. Also plotted is the corresponding value of

〈λλ′〉 [given by 〈λλ′〉 = (LJz=0 − LJz=2)/(LJz=0 + LJz=2)].

rate and spot size employed in [4]. As noted above, we have dL/dEγγ ∼ 0.66 fb−1/ GeV per year, which

should be compared to ∼ 0.13 fb−1/ GeV per year for the ACFA report choices. The latter leads to a

much larger error for the precision studies of a light SM-like Higgs boson (despite the assumption of 100%

polarization for the e beams). In the TESLA Technical Design Report (TDR) [6], a CP-IP separation of

2.1 mm (2.7 mm) is used for
√

s = 500 GeV (
√

s = 800 GeV). A flat beam configuration is employed.

Combining information from Fig. 1.4.7 and Table 1.4.1 (200 GeV numbers) in Part VI (Appendices) of

the TESLA TDR [6], we estimate that the TESLA design will give dL/dEγγ ∼ 1.8 fb−1/ GeV per year,

more than a factor of 2 better 6 than our ∼ 0.66 fb−1/ GeV that we shall employ for studying a Higgs

with mass of 120 GeV.

Turning to the important average 〈λλ′〉, we note that the naively predicted value for 〈λλ′〉 at the
6The TESLA table and figure are based upon assuming 85% polarization for the two electron beams. For 80% polarization,

our estimate is that the difference between the TESLA luminosity and ours would be about a factor of 2, as quoted earlier.
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Jz = 0

Jz = 2

almost full polarization at the 
kinematic endpoint

■ Circular polarization (laser) 
enhances signal to background

■ Linear polarization (laser) allow 
an initial state of definite CP (±1)

■ Distinguish SM from SUSY Higgs

Ee = 80 GeV



Largest scientific instrument ever constructed: 

Large Hadron Collider (LHC)

p p

proton - proton collider
27 km ring circumference
14 TeV center-of-mass energy
    2012 8 TeV
    2010 7 TeV

Geneva (Switzerland) Airport



What if...
after $15 Billion 

and 5,000 physicists working for 20 years

the Large Hadron Collider

sees NOTHING new 
Higgs and NOTHING else...

then what?



General issue for the LHC:
Background easily obscures new physics signals
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pp

HARD HADRONIC COLLISIONS C-1

Figure 1 General structure of a hard proton-proton collision. HP, hard process; UE, under-
lying event. See text for details.

Figure 3 Radiation of qq– pair produced by an off-shell photon.
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What the theorist sees:

What the detector sees:

(Real event, not MC)



Pileup continues to grow as LHC extracts the 
maximum luminosity 
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2011/2012  and  beyond… 

13 

20 vertices

78 vertices 
(special high pileup run)

2010  7 TeV ~ 2
2011  7 TeV ~ 10
2012  8 TeV ~ 20
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A (new) way out
Add this:

Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) 
Experiment

To this:

 - 1 - 

CERN-LHCC-2005-025 
LHCC-I-015 

FP420 : An R&D Proposal to Investigate the Feasibility of 
Installing Proton Tagging Detectors in the 420m Region at LHC 
 
M. G. Albrow1, T. Anthonis2, M. Arneodo3, R. Barlow2,4, W. Beaumont5, A. Brandt6, P. Bussey7, C. Buttar7, 
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Access discovery channels via virtual γγ and gluon 
gluon production
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AFP: Proposes to use double proton tagging in conjunction 
with the ATLAS detector as a means to measure properties of 

Higgs (quantum numbers+mass)  and other new physics 

ATLAS Forward Protons (AFP) 

Central Exclusive Production (QCD) Central Exclusive Production (QED) 

NEW 

3 CEP: Momentum lost by protons goes entirely into mass of central system QCD = Double 
Pomeron Exchange

Central Exclusive Production (CEP)

QED

 Sensitive to new physics up to ~ 1.3 TeV

◆ Protons remain intact
◆ No underlying event! 
◆ Clear signature in central 

detector
◆ Theoretically clean
◆ Cross sections in fb to 

sub nb range



Forward detectors
- 420 m - 240 m

Instrument the LHC beam pipe to enable a powerful 
new way to reject background
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■ Extra information by detecting 
scattered forward protons:
◆ Interaction vertex point
◆ Mass of the produced particle
◆ Boost of the produced particles

+240 m +420 m
Forward detectors

CMS

Use LHC as a magnetic spectrometer
CMS IP 240 m 420 m

AFP: Proposes to use double proton tagging in conjunction 
with the ATLAS detector as a means to measure properties of 

Higgs (quantum numbers+mass)  and other new physics 

ATLAS Forward Protons (AFP) 

Central Exclusive Production (QCD) Central Exclusive Production (QED) 

NEW 

3 CEP: Momentum lost by protons goes entirely into mass of central system 



Forward detectors
- 420 m - 240 m

Instrument the LHC beam pipe to enable a powerful 
new way to reject background
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■ Extra information by detecting 
scattered forward protons:
◆ Interaction vertex point
◆ Mass of the produced particle
◆ Boost of the produced particles

+240 m +420 m
Forward detectors

CMS

Δx(min) 3 mm at 240 mTurns LHC into virtual γγ collider

AFP: Proposes to use double proton tagging in conjunction 
with the ATLAS detector as a means to measure properties of 

Higgs (quantum numbers+mass)  and other new physics 

ATLAS Forward Protons (AFP) 

Central Exclusive Production (QCD) Central Exclusive Production (QED) 

NEW 

3 CEP: Momentum lost by protons goes entirely into mass of central system 



■ Relatively light SUSY leptons (< 200 GeV) difficult to exclude
◆ Squark production rate relatively high through strong coupling
◆ Drell-Yan production of slepton pairs rate relatively low and depend on 

assumed SUSY weak couplings
■ Clean signature with forward protons

◆ Signal: isolated dilepton with two proton tags and missing energy

◆ QED production (SUSY model independent)
◆ Directly measure slepton mass via edge in proton c.o.m. energy 

distribution

3

The High Precision Spectrometer (HPS) project is the CMS implementation of the FP420 R&D
effort (for both CMS and ATLAS) [2] to design a detector system capable of measuring the momen-
tum and arrival time of the off-energy protons, while withstanding the LHC radiation environment.
The HPS baseline design places detectors at 240 m and 420 m on both sides of the CMS interac-
tion point. The CMS collaboration review of HPS concluded that “this is an interesting program,
with the potential to provide an alternative way of selecting/viewing CMS data.” CMS manage-
ment subsequently approved HPS as an upgrade R&D effort. The project has now progressed to
detailed planning for the initial phase of the upgrade which involves the installation of forward
proton detectors at 240 m during the 2014 long shutdown (HPS1). The second pair of detectors at
420 m are scheduled for installation during the 2018 long shutdown (HPS2).

SUSY lepton search

Motivated by our extensive experience with the physics of gg colliders, LLNL began a study to
determine if these forward proton detectors could be used to directly observe SUSY lepton pairs
produced from virtual gg interactions. This would provide a direct observation of SUSY leptons
in a scheme not possible with the central CMS detector alone and provides a precise measurement
of the slepton and neutralino mass. The signature of CEP slepton pairs is the production of two
leptons with missing energy in the central detector from slepton decay plus two forward protons,
one in each arm, and nothing else, see Fig. 2. Since this is a purely electromagnetic process, the
production cross section has no dependence on the SUSY couplings. The kinematics of the two
final-state leptons themselves provides very little separation of signal from background. However,
the two forward protons prescribe the full kinematics of the central system and therefore provide a
powerful means to reject background.

  

!"#$%&'()*+,+-*&)./#0)&

! Perform similar studies with BSM pairs instead of µµ pairs:

! Full advantage of the method comes from the information of the very forward detectors:

14!"#$%&'(#)*+,-'./012 Thesis endorsement

Figure 2: The feynman diagram for CEP production of slepton pairs with subsequent decay to the
lepton-neutralino final states.

To assess the impact of proton tagging on CEP slepton detection, we use CompHEP for the
theoretical prediction of photon-photon production of slepton pairs followed by Pythia for their
decay. We use HECTOR to track the diffractive protons through the machine optics near CMS
and into the forward detectors. For the initial studies we focused on smuon decay, since the CMS
trigger efficiency for muons is higher and can reach lower transverse momentum, than for electrons.
From the HECTOR simulations we determined that a significant number of smuon events (about
one per fb�1) would result in protons within the forward detector acceptance for smuon masses

2009 JINST 4 T10001

Table 4. Expected one-parameter limits for anomalous quartic vector boson couplings at 95% CL [12].

Coupling limits
R

Ldt= 1fb−1
R

Ldt= 10fb−1

[10−6 GeV−2 ]

|aZ0/&2| 0.49 0.16
|aZC/&2| 1.84 0.58
|aW0 /&2| 0.54 0.27
|aWC /&2| 2.02 0.99

Figure 10. Relevant Feynman diagrams for SUSY pair production with leptons in the final state: chargino
disintegration in a charged/neutral scalar and a neutral/charged fermion (left); slepton disintegration
(right) [12].

ergy (and large lepton acoplanarity) with low backgrounds, and large high-level-trigger efficiencies.
The two-photon production of supersymmetric leptons or other heavy non-Standard Model

leptons has been investigated in [57, 65–67]. The total cross-section at the LHC for the process
""→ l̃+ l̃− can be as large as∼ 20 fb (O(1 f b) for the elastic case alone), while still being consistent
with the model-dependent direct search limits from LEP [68, 69]. While sleptons are also produced
in other processes (Drell-Yan or squark/gluino decays), "" production has the advantage of being a
direct QED process with minimal theoretical uncertainties.

In [12], three benchmark points in mSUGRA/CMSSM parameter space constrained by the
post-WMAP research [70] have been chosen:

• LM1: very light LSP, light !̃, light '̃ and tan%=10;

• LM2: medium LSP, heavy !̃, heavy '̃ and tan%=35;

• LM6: heaviest LSP, light right !̃, heavy left !̃, heavy '̃ and tan%=10.

The masses of the corresponding supersymmetric particles are listed in table 5.
The study concentrates on the fully leptonic SUSY case only. The corresponding Feynman

diagrams are shown in figure 10. Signal and background samples coming from SUSY and SM
pairs were produced using a modified version of CALCHEP [54]. The following acceptance cuts
have been applied: two leptons with pT > 3 GeV/c or 10 GeV/c and |,|< 2.5. The only irreducible

– 21 –

For example: Proton tagging enables unique direct 
slepton observation

14

Can detect sleptons and measure its mass



Slepton pair acceptance by proton tags in forward 
detectors

■ Proton tag efficiency
◆ Both 59%
◆ Positive arm only 79%
◆ Negative arm only 73%
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very little separation of signal from background. However, the two forward protons prescribe the
full kinematics of the central system and therefore provide a powerful means to reject background.

To assess the impact of proton tagging on CEP slepton detection, we use Comphep for the
theoretical prediction of photon-photon production of slepton pairs followed by Pythia for their
decay. We use HECTOR to track the diffractive protons through the machine optics near CMS
and into the forward detectors. For the initial studies we focused on smuon decay, since the CMS
trigger efficiency for muons is higher and can reach lower transverse momentum, than for electrons.
From the HECTOR simulations we determined that a significant number of smuon events (about
one per fb�1) would result in protons within the forward detector acceptance for smuon masses
below 100 GeV, as shown in Fig. 12. Since these events tend to be boosted along the beam
direction, detectors are required at both the 240 m and 420 m stations to get good coverage.

FP420 + 240

FP240 only

FP420 only

FP420 + 240

FP240 only

FP420 onlyFP420 onlyFP420 onlyFP420 only

FP240 only

Figure 12: The proton tagging efficiency as a function of smuon mass (left) and the expected
number of tagged events in 100 fb�1 (right).

Standard Model CEP production of exclusive WW pairs results in a background with exactly
the same topology as slepton pairs. Unless the slepton and neutralino masses happen to match the
W and neutrino masses, then the CEP WW background can be cleanly separated using kinematic
variables. This requires measuring the four-momenta of both outgoing protons in order to deter-
mine the center-of-mass energy in the CEP system on an event-by-event basis. Figure 13 shows
an example of how the signal and background can be separated kinematically for a specific SUSY
scenario. The CEP WW signal and smuon pairs were generated with Comphep and decayed with
Pythia.

To demonstrate the feasibility of smuon-pair detection in CMS, we have developed an ana-
logue analysis on dimuon events produced in photon-photon interactions. Unlike the search for
di-smuons, the dimuon analysis does not require new forward detectors and can be applied to the
existing LHC data samples. We have developed our analysis technique on simulations and have
completed the internal CMS review of our results [36].

What remains to be determined is the background contribution from random coincidences of
dimuon events in the central detector with unrelated forward protons. Real data from the LHC is
needed to determine this background. This background is dominated by pile-up events, where three
or more unrelated interactions occur in the same bunch crossing. The background is composed of
two interactions that produce one forward proton, and a third event that leaves tracks in the central
detector. These events can be separated from signal by requiring that the two protons and the
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below 100 GeV, as shown in Fig. 3. Since these events tend to be boosted along the beam direction,
detectors are required at both the 240 m and 420 m stations to get good coverage.

FP420 + 240

FP240 only

FP420 only

FP420 + 240

FP240 only

FP420 onlyFP420 onlyFP420 onlyFP420 only

FP240 only

Figure 3: The proton tagging efficiency as a function of smuon mass (left) and the expected number
of tagged events in 100 fb�1 (right).

Standard Model CEP production of exclusive WW pairs results in a background with exactly
the same topology as slepton pairs. Unless the slepton and neutralino masses happen to match the
W and neutrino masses, then the CEP WW background can be cleanly separated using kinematic
variables. Figure 4 shows an example of how the signal and background can be separated kinemat-
ically for SUSY scenario in which the slepton decays to lepton plus neutralino. In this example we
use the mSugra test point LM1, which has the smuon mass = 118 GeV and the neutralino mass =
98 GeV and 100% decay of smuon to muon plus neutralino. The CEP WW signal and smuon pairs
were generated with CompHEP and decayed with Pythia.
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Figure 4: Comparison between CEP WW background (green) and smuon signal (red) using the
measured muon momentum and center-of-mass energy determined from the proton tags.

What remains to be determined is the background contribution from random coincidences
of dimuon events in the central detector with unrelated forward protons. This occurs in high-
luminosity conditions when three or more unrelated interactions occur in the same bunch crossing.

CompHEP+HECTOR transport 
through LHC optics



■ Cleanly separate slepton pairs from dimuon background using kinematics 
(thanks to proton tagging)
◆ Low-mass CEP production

CEP ee, μμ (co-linear)
CEP ττ →llνν (nearly co-linear)

◆ High-mass CEP production

CEP WW → μνμν

■ Eventually triple co-incidence background becomes problem (more on that later)

Di-lepton background

16
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below 100 GeV, as shown in Fig. 3. Since these events tend to be boosted along the beam direction,
detectors are required at both the 240 m and 420 m stations to get good coverage.
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Figure 3: The proton tagging efficiency as a function of smuon mass (left) and the expected number
of tagged events in 100 fb�1 (right).

Standard Model CEP production of exclusive WW pairs results in a background with exactly
the same topology as slepton pairs. Unless the slepton and neutralino masses happen to match the
W and neutrino masses, then the CEP WW background can be cleanly separated using kinematic
variables. Figure 4 shows an example of how the signal and background can be separated kinemat-
ically for SUSY scenario in which the slepton decays to lepton plus neutralino. In this example we
use the mSugra test point LM1, which has the smuon mass = 118 GeV and the neutralino mass =
98 GeV and 100% decay of smuon to muon plus neutralino. The CEP WW signal and smuon pairs
were generated with CompHEP and decayed with Pythia.
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Figure 4: Comparison between CEP WW background (green) and smuon signal (red) using the
measured muon momentum and center-of-mass energy determined from the proton tags.

What remains to be determined is the background contribution from random coincidences
of dimuon events in the central detector with unrelated forward protons. This occurs in high-
luminosity conditions when three or more unrelated interactions occur in the same bunch crossing.

WW 
background

µ µ~ ~

e.g. LM1: µ = 118 GeV  χ0 = 98 GeV ~

29Anomalous quartic and triple gauge couplings Christophe Royon
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Figure 1: Sketch diagram showing the two-
photon production of a central system.
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Figure 2: Distribution of the transverse momen-
tum of the leading lepton for signal and back-
ground after the cut onW , ⇤ET , and '& between
the two leptons.

second leading leptons at 25 and 10 GeV respectively, on ⇤ET > 20 GeV, '& > 2.7 between leading
leptons, and 160 <W < 500 GeV, the diffractive mass reconstructed using the forward detectors,
the background is found to be less than 1.7 event for 30 fb�1 for a SM signal of 51 events. In this
channel, a 5 ( discovery of the Standard Model pp⇥ pWW p process is possible after 5 fb�1.

2. Quartic anomalous couplings

The parameterization of the quartic couplings based on [8] is adopted. We concentrate on the
lowest order dimension operators which have the correct Lorentz invariant structure and obey the
SU(2)C custodial symmetry in order to fulfill the stringent experimental bound on the ) parameter.
The lowest order interaction Lagrangians which involve two photons are dim-6 operators. The
following expression for the effective quartic Lagrangian is used

L 0
6 =

�e2

8
aW0
"2

Fµ*Fµ*W++W�
+ � e2

16cos2 ,W
aZ0
"2
Fµ*Fµ*Z+Z+

L C
6 =

�e2

16
aWC
"2

Fµ+Fµ- (W++W�
- +W�+W+

- )� e2

16cos2,W
aZC
"2
Fµ+Fµ-Z+Z- (2.1)

where a0, aC are the parametrized new coupling constants and the new scale " is introduced so that
the Lagrangian density has the correct dimension four and is interpreted as the typical mass scale
of new physics. In the above formula, we allowed the W and Z parts of the Lagrangian to have
specific couplings, i.e. a0 ⇥ (aW0 , aZ0 ) and similarly aC ⇥ (aWC , aZC).

The WW and ZZ two-photon cross sections rise quickly at high energies when any of the
anomalous parameters are non-zero. The cross section rise has to be regulated by a form factor
which vanishes in the high energy limit to construct a realistic physical model of the BSM theory.
We therefore modify the couplings by form factors that have the desired behavior, i.e. they modify
the coupling at small energies only slightly but suppress it when the center-of-mass energy W$$

3

Figure 16: Standard Model diagram for CEP production of WW .

Initially we can perform this analysis with the existing CMS detector as an extension of our
exclusive dimuon analysis, rejecting events that have evidence of the proton breakup at the edge of
the detector. With data collected in the next few years, this should provide a factor of 100 improve-
ment over previous limits on AGQCs set by the LEP experiments. Pileup from high luminosity
running will be the limiting factor, but can be greatly reduced by applying kinematic and timing
constraints using protons tagged by the HPS detectors. A direct measurement of the Standard
Model CEP WW signal should be achievable with 5 fb�1 integrated luminosity with the HPS2
detector system. In 2012 we will analyze and publish the limits based using the central CMS de-
tector system and estimate the performance using the HPS1 detectors, with follow up publications
in 2013 using the first data from HPS1.

Background measurement for slepton search

The Standard Model CEP WW leptonic decay signal results in a background for the slepton pair
analysis, since it has exactly the same topology: two leptons with missing energy. Unless the
slepton and neutralino masses happen to match the W and neutrino masses, then the CEP WW
background can be cleanly separated using kinematic variables.. The kinematics of the two final-
state leptons themselves provides very little separation of signal from background. However, the
two forward protons prescribe the full kinematics of the slepton system and therefore provide a
powerful means to reject background.

Under high luminosity conditions the dominant background for sleptons comes from a random
coincidence of three separate interactions within one bunch crossing: one event that produces
a muon pair in the central detector and two others that each produce a forward proton. This
background from randomly overlapping events can be reduced by requiring that the dimuon vertex
z position (along the beam direction) be consistent with the predicted z position from the tagged
protons. To do this requires that the proton detectors include precise time-of-flight measurements.
We are leading the development of the reference timing system for HPS and our hardware R&D
plan is discussed in Section 4.2.2.

Assuming a resolution of 20 ps on the time-of-flight measurement and the nominal bunch
length, we gain a factor of 1 in 24 rejection. This reduces the background cross section to 170 pb.
To further reduce the background we can also apply kinematic constraints derived from the mea-
sured protons as in the case of the CEP WW background. Prior to the installation of any forward
detectors, in 2012 we plan to estimate the effectiveness of this rejection by studying a surrogate
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Figure 1. Schematic diagrams for the exclusive and semi-exclusive two-photon production of
muon pairs in pp collisions for the elastic (left), single dissociative (center), and double dissociative
(right) cases. The three lines in the final state of the center and right plots indicate dissociation of
the proton into a low-mass system N .

process, like the extremely small pair transverse momentum and acoplanarity (defined as

1� |��(µ+µ�)/⌅|), stem from the very small virtualities of the exchanged photons.

At the Tevatron, the exclusive two-photon production of electron [4, 5] and muon [5, 6]

pairs in pp collisions has been measured with the CDF detector. Observations have been

made of QED signals, leading to measurements of exclusive charmonium photoproduc-

tion [6] and searches for anomalous high-mass exclusive dilepton production [5]. However,

all such measurements have very limited numbers of selected events because the data

samples were restricted to single interaction bunch crossings. The higher energies and

increased luminosity available at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will allow significant

improvements in these measurements, if this limitation can be avoided. As a result of the

small theoretical uncertainties and characteristic kinematic distributions in �� ⇧ µ+µ�,

this process has been proposed as a candidate for a complementary absolute calibration of

the luminosity of pp collisions [1–3].

Unless both outgoing protons are detected, the semi-exclusive two-photon production,

involving single or double proton dissociation (figure 1, middle and right panels), becomes

an irreducible background that has to be subtracted. The proton-dissociation process is

less well determined theoretically, and in particular requires significant corrections due to

proton rescattering. This e⌅ect occurs when there are strong-interaction exchanges between

the protons, in addition to the two-photon interaction. These extra contributions may alter

the kinematic distributions of the final-state muons, and may also produce additional low-

momentum hadrons. As a result, the proton-dissociation process has significantly di⌅erent

kinematic distributions compared to the pure exclusive case, allowing an e⌅ective separation

of the signal from this background.

In this paper, we report a measurement of dimuon exclusive production in pp collisions

at
⌃
s = 7TeV for the invariant mass of the pair above 11.5GeV, with each muon having

transverse momentum pT(µ) > 4GeV and pseudorapidity |⇥(µ)| < 2.1 (where ⇥ is defined

as � ln(tan(⇤/2))). This measurement is based on data collected by the Compact Muon

Solenoid (CMS) experiment during the 2010 LHC run, including beam collisions with

multiple interactions in the same bunch crossing (event pileup), and corresponding to an

integrated luminosity of 40 pb�1 with a relative uncertainty of 4% [7].
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CEP WW is also a discovery channel:
Anomalous quartic boson coupling WWγγ

■ Anomalous quartic-boson coupling (WWγγ and ZZγγ ) 
sensitive to beyond SM physics including heavy non 
SM-Higgs and Higgsless models such as extra 
dimensions

■ Standard WW measurements sensitive to triple-boson 
coupling (WWγ), which may be zero for new physics 
model

■ Standard Model CEP WW 
◆ σ = 96 fb, with proton tag ~ 40 fb

■ No first order Standard Model CEP ZZ
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Figure 2: Distribution of the transverse momen-
tum of the leading lepton for signal and back-
ground after the cut onW , !ET , and (' between
the two leptons.

second leading leptons at 25 and 10 GeV respectively, on !ET > 20 GeV, (' > 2.7 between leading
leptons, and 160 <W < 500 GeV, the diffractive mass reconstructed using the forward detectors,
the background is found to be less than 1.7 event for 30 fb−1 for a SM signal of 51 events. In this
channel, a 5 ) discovery of the Standard Model pp→ pWW p process is possible after 5 fb−1.

2. Quartic anomalous couplings

The parameterization of the quartic couplings based on [8] is adopted. We concentrate on the
lowest order dimension operators which have the correct Lorentz invariant structure and obey the
SU(2)C custodial symmetry in order to fulfill the stringent experimental bound on the * parameter.
The lowest order interaction Lagrangians which involve two photons are dim-6 operators. The
following expression for the effective quartic Lagrangian is used

L
0
6 =

−e2

8
aW0
%2

Fµ"Fµ"W++W−
+ −

e2

16cos2 ,W
aZ0
%2
Fµ"Fµ"Z+Z+

L
C
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−e2

16
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Fµ+Fµ- (W++W−
- +W−+W+

- )−
e2

16cos2,W
aZC
%2
Fµ+Fµ-Z+Z- (2.1)

where a0, aC are the parametrized new coupling constants and the new scale % is introduced so that
the Lagrangian density has the correct dimension four and is interpreted as the typical mass scale
of new physics. In the above formula, we allowed the W and Z parts of the Lagrangian to have
specific couplings, i.e. a0 → (aW0 , aZ0 ) and similarly aC → (aWC , aZC).

The WW and ZZ two-photon cross sections rise quickly at high energies when any of the
anomalous parameters are non-zero. The cross section rise has to be regulated by a form factor
which vanishes in the high energy limit to construct a realistic physical model of the BSM theory.
We therefore modify the couplings by form factors that have the desired behavior, i.e. they modify
the coupling at small energies only slightly but suppress it when the center-of-mass energy W!!

3

Will help reveal nature of EWSB, sensitive to new physics up to 1.3 TeV
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second leading leptons at 25 and 10 GeV respectively, on ⇤ET > 20 GeV, '& > 2.7 between leading
leptons, and 160 <W < 500 GeV, the diffractive mass reconstructed using the forward detectors,
the background is found to be less than 1.7 event for 30 fb�1 for a SM signal of 51 events. In this
channel, a 5 ( discovery of the Standard Model pp⇥ pWW p process is possible after 5 fb�1.

2. Quartic anomalous couplings

The parameterization of the quartic couplings based on [8] is adopted. We concentrate on the
lowest order dimension operators which have the correct Lorentz invariant structure and obey the
SU(2)C custodial symmetry in order to fulfill the stringent experimental bound on the ) parameter.
The lowest order interaction Lagrangians which involve two photons are dim-6 operators. The
following expression for the effective quartic Lagrangian is used
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where a0, aC are the parametrized new coupling constants and the new scale " is introduced so that
the Lagrangian density has the correct dimension four and is interpreted as the typical mass scale
of new physics. In the above formula, we allowed the W and Z parts of the Lagrangian to have
specific couplings, i.e. a0 ⇥ (aW0 , aZ0 ) and similarly aC ⇥ (aWC , aZC).

The WW and ZZ two-photon cross sections rise quickly at high energies when any of the
anomalous parameters are non-zero. The cross section rise has to be regulated by a form factor
which vanishes in the high energy limit to construct a realistic physical model of the BSM theory.
We therefore modify the couplings by form factors that have the desired behavior, i.e. they modify
the coupling at small energies only slightly but suppress it when the center-of-mass energy W$$
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Figure 16: Standard Model diagram for CEP production of WW .

Initially we can perform this analysis with the existing CMS detector as an extension of our
exclusive dimuon analysis, rejecting events that have evidence of the proton breakup at the edge of
the detector. With data collected in the next few years, this should provide a factor of 100 improve-
ment over previous limits on AGQCs set by the LEP experiments. Pileup from high luminosity
running will be the limiting factor, but can be greatly reduced by applying kinematic and timing
constraints using protons tagged by the HPS detectors. A direct measurement of the Standard
Model CEP WW signal should be achievable with 5 fb�1 integrated luminosity with the HPS2
detector system. In 2012 we will analyze and publish the limits based using the central CMS de-
tector system and estimate the performance using the HPS1 detectors, with follow up publications
in 2013 using the first data from HPS1.

Background measurement for slepton search

The Standard Model CEP WW leptonic decay signal results in a background for the slepton pair
analysis, since it has exactly the same topology: two leptons with missing energy. Unless the
slepton and neutralino masses happen to match the W and neutrino masses, then the CEP WW
background can be cleanly separated using kinematic variables.. The kinematics of the two final-
state leptons themselves provides very little separation of signal from background. However, the
two forward protons prescribe the full kinematics of the slepton system and therefore provide a
powerful means to reject background.

Under high luminosity conditions the dominant background for sleptons comes from a random
coincidence of three separate interactions within one bunch crossing: one event that produces
a muon pair in the central detector and two others that each produce a forward proton. This
background from randomly overlapping events can be reduced by requiring that the dimuon vertex
z position (along the beam direction) be consistent with the predicted z position from the tagged
protons. To do this requires that the proton detectors include precise time-of-flight measurements.
We are leading the development of the reference timing system for HPS and our hardware R&D
plan is discussed in Section 4.2.2.

Assuming a resolution of 20 ps on the time-of-flight measurement and the nominal bunch
length, we gain a factor of 1 in 24 rejection. This reduces the background cross section to 170 pb.
To further reduce the background we can also apply kinematic constraints derived from the mea-
sured protons as in the case of the CEP WW background. Prior to the installation of any forward
detectors, in 2012 we plan to estimate the effectiveness of this rejection by studying a surrogate

LLNL-PROP-468241
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second leading leptons at 25 and 10 GeV respectively, on ⇤ET > 20 GeV, '& > 2.7 between leading
leptons, and 160 <W < 500 GeV, the diffractive mass reconstructed using the forward detectors,
the background is found to be less than 1.7 event for 30 fb�1 for a SM signal of 51 events. In this
channel, a 5 ( discovery of the Standard Model pp⇥ pWW p process is possible after 5 fb�1.

2. Quartic anomalous couplings

The parameterization of the quartic couplings based on [8] is adopted. We concentrate on the
lowest order dimension operators which have the correct Lorentz invariant structure and obey the
SU(2)C custodial symmetry in order to fulfill the stringent experimental bound on the ) parameter.
The lowest order interaction Lagrangians which involve two photons are dim-6 operators. The
following expression for the effective quartic Lagrangian is used
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of new physics. In the above formula, we allowed the W and Z parts of the Lagrangian to have
specific couplings, i.e. a0 ⇥ (aW0 , aZ0 ) and similarly aC ⇥ (aWC , aZC).

The WW and ZZ two-photon cross sections rise quickly at high energies when any of the
anomalous parameters are non-zero. The cross section rise has to be regulated by a form factor
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Initially we can perform this analysis with the existing CMS detector as an extension of our
exclusive dimuon analysis, rejecting events that have evidence of the proton breakup at the edge of
the detector. With data collected in the next few years, this should provide a factor of 100 improve-
ment over previous limits on AGQCs set by the LEP experiments. Pileup from high luminosity
running will be the limiting factor, but can be greatly reduced by applying kinematic and timing
constraints using protons tagged by the HPS detectors. A direct measurement of the Standard
Model CEP WW signal should be achievable with 5 fb�1 integrated luminosity with the HPS2
detector system. In 2012 we will analyze and publish the limits based using the central CMS de-
tector system and estimate the performance using the HPS1 detectors, with follow up publications
in 2013 using the first data from HPS1.

Background measurement for slepton search

The Standard Model CEP WW leptonic decay signal results in a background for the slepton pair
analysis, since it has exactly the same topology: two leptons with missing energy. Unless the
slepton and neutralino masses happen to match the W and neutrino masses, then the CEP WW
background can be cleanly separated using kinematic variables.. The kinematics of the two final-
state leptons themselves provides very little separation of signal from background. However, the
two forward protons prescribe the full kinematics of the slepton system and therefore provide a
powerful means to reject background.

Under high luminosity conditions the dominant background for sleptons comes from a random
coincidence of three separate interactions within one bunch crossing: one event that produces
a muon pair in the central detector and two others that each produce a forward proton. This
background from randomly overlapping events can be reduced by requiring that the dimuon vertex
z position (along the beam direction) be consistent with the predicted z position from the tagged
protons. To do this requires that the proton detectors include precise time-of-flight measurements.
We are leading the development of the reference timing system for HPS and our hardware R&D
plan is discussed in Section 4.2.2.

Assuming a resolution of 20 ps on the time-of-flight measurement and the nominal bunch
length, we gain a factor of 1 in 24 rejection. This reduces the background cross section to 170 pb.
To further reduce the background we can also apply kinematic constraints derived from the mea-
sured protons as in the case of the CEP WW background. Prior to the installation of any forward
detectors, in 2012 we plan to estimate the effectiveness of this rejection by studying a surrogate
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second leading leptons at 25 and 10 GeV respectively, on !ET > 20 GeV, (' > 2.7 between leading
leptons, and 160 <W < 500 GeV, the diffractive mass reconstructed using the forward detectors,
the background is found to be less than 1.7 event for 30 fb−1 for a SM signal of 51 events. In this
channel, a 5 ) discovery of the Standard Model pp→ pWW p process is possible after 5 fb−1.

2. Quartic anomalous couplings

The parameterization of the quartic couplings based on [8] is adopted. We concentrate on the
lowest order dimension operators which have the correct Lorentz invariant structure and obey the
SU(2)C custodial symmetry in order to fulfill the stringent experimental bound on the * parameter.
The lowest order interaction Lagrangians which involve two photons are dim-6 operators. The
following expression for the effective quartic Lagrangian is used
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where a0, aC are the parametrized new coupling constants and the new scale % is introduced so that
the Lagrangian density has the correct dimension four and is interpreted as the typical mass scale
of new physics. In the above formula, we allowed the W and Z parts of the Lagrangian to have
specific couplings, i.e. a0 → (aW0 , aZ0 ) and similarly aC → (aWC , aZC).

The WW and ZZ two-photon cross sections rise quickly at high energies when any of the
anomalous parameters are non-zero. The cross section rise has to be regulated by a form factor
which vanishes in the high energy limit to construct a realistic physical model of the BSM theory.
We therefore modify the couplings by form factors that have the desired behavior, i.e. they modify
the coupling at small energies only slightly but suppress it when the center-of-mass energy W!!

3

Anomalous coupling sensitivity with proton tags

■ Signal is high lepton pt, high dilepton mass, high mass from proton tags
■ Can measure Standard Model CEP WW rate with ~ 10 fb-1

■ Higgsless/Heavy Higgs physics models predict  a0,C ~ few 10-6

■ Best current limit from OPAL at LEP2 a0,C ~ 0.02 
■ Without pileup:

■ Including pileup effects (assuming 10 ps timing resolution)
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Reach at LHC

Reach at high luminosity on quartic anomalous coupling

Couplings OPAL limits Sensitivity @ L = 30 (200) fb−1

[GeV−2] 5σ 95% CL
aW

0 /Λ2 [-0.020, 0.020] 5.4 10−6 2.6 10−6

(2.7 10−6) (1.4 10−6)
aW

C /Λ2 [-0.052, 0.037] 2.0 10−5 9.4 10−6

(9.6 10−6) (5.2 10−6)
aZ

0 /Λ2 [-0.007, 0.023] 1.4 10−5 6.4 10−6

(5.5 10−6) (2.5 10−6)
aZ

C/Λ2 [-0.029, 0.029] 5.2 10−5 2.4 10−5

(2.0 10−5) (9.2 10−6)

• Improvement of LEP sensitivity by more than 4 orders of magnitude
with 30/200 fb−1 at LHC!!!

Factor 10,000 improvement over LEP2

Royon, Chapon, Kepka 2010
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where F"# is the photon field strength tensor. These are C
and P conserving and are obtained by imposing local U(1)em
gauge symmetry, whilst also requiring the global custodial
SU(2)c symmetry that preserves the constraint that the elec-
troweak parameter &!1. We note that the custodial SU(2)c
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Thus, both L 6
0 and L 6

c generate W#W"** and ZZ** cou-
plings, with the parameters a0 and ac now being distin-
guished for the W and Z vertices to comply with the more
general treatment in +5,. In all cases the strengths of the
quartic couplings are proportional to 1/!2 where ! is inter-
preted as the energy scale of the new physics.
Limits on AQGCs from LEP data have been published by

the OPAL and L3 Collaborations +8–11,. This paper de-
scribes limits on AQGCs obtained by OPAL from the pro-
cesses e#e"→## ** and e#e"→qq ** from all data re-
corded above the Z pole. For both processes the dominant
SM background arises from initial-state radiation 'ISR(. The
limits obtained from e#e"→## ** and e#e"→qq ** are
combined with the limits obtained by OPAL from the process
e#e"→W#W"* +11,.
Since cross sections for the qq ** final state have not

previously been measured explicitly by the OPAL Collabo-
ration at LEP2, these measurements are presented in this
paper and are compared with the SM expectation.

II. THE OPAL DETECTOR AND DATA SAMPLES

The OPAL detector included a 3.7 m diameter tracking
volume within a 0.435 T axial magnetic field. The tracking
detectors included a silicon micro-vertex detector, a high pre-
cision gas vertex detector and a large volume gas jet cham-
ber. The tracking acceptance corresponds to approximately

FIG. 1. The diagrams sensitive to possible anomalous quartic
couplings in the e#e"→W#W"* , e#e"→## ** and e#e"

→qq ** final states.

CONSTRAINTS ON ANOMALOUS QUARTIC GAUGE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 70, 032005 '2004(

032005-3

OPAL LEP2

Results from full simulation

• Reaches the values expected for extradim models (C. Grojean, J. Wells)

• Improvement of “standard” LHC methods by studying
pp → l±νγγ (see P. J. Bell, ArXiV:0907.5299) by more than 2
orders of magnitude with 40/300 fb−1 at LHC

5σ 95% CL LEP limit
L = 40 fb−1, µ = 23 5.5 10−6 2.4 10−6 0.02
L = 300 fb−1, µ = 46 3.2 10−6 1.3 10−6



Unique handle on Higgs

■ Exclusive DPE Production 
◆ 10 times larger than γγ production
◆ SM Higgs → bb (σ ~ 2-10 fb tagged)
◆ MSSM better (σ ~ 10-100 fb tagged)
◆ Access Higgs spin from proton φ correlation
◆ Higgs mass from proton kinematics ΔM ~ 1 GeV: 

Could resolve degenerate Higgs
◆ NMSSM: h→ aa → τ τ τ τ

■ Other (single tag)
◆ Photoproduction WHq’
◆ Single diffraction H

19

Processes other than gg ! !! can produce an exclusive
!! final state. Contributions from q !q ! !! and !! ! !!
are respectively <5% and <1% of gg ! !! [5].
Backgrounds to exclusive !! events to be considered are
"0"0 and ##, with each meson decaying to two photons,
of which one is not detected. We also consider events
where one or both protons dissociate, e.g., p ! p"þ"",
to be background. These backgrounds are small.

We previously published a search for exclusive !!
production, finding three candidate events with ETð!Þ>
5 GeV and j#j< 1:0, using data from 532 pb"1 of inte-
grated luminosity [14]. The prediction of Ref. [5] was
0:8þ1:6

"0:5 events. Two events had a single narrow electromag-
netic (EM) shower on each side, as expected for !!, but no
observation could be claimed. This Letter reports the ob-
servation of 43 events with a contamination of <15"0"0

events (at 95% C.L.), after we lowered the trigger threshold
on the EM showers from 4 GeV to 2 GeV and collected
data from another 1:11 fb"1 of integrated luminosity.
We used the QED process pþ !p ! pþ !%!% þ !p !
pþ eþe" þ !p in the same data set, for which the cross
section is well known, as a check of the analysis.

The data were collected by the Collider Detector at
Fermilab, CDF II, at the Tevatron, with p !p collisions atffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 1:96 TeV. The CDF II detector is a general purpose
detector described elsewhere [15]; here we give a brief
summary of the detector components used in this analysis.
Surrounding the beam pipe is a tracking system consisting
of a silicon microstrip detector, a cylindrical drift chamber
(COT) [16], and a solenoid providing a 1.4 Tesla magnetic
field. The tracking system is fully efficient at reconstruct-
ing isolated tracks with pT ' 1 GeV=c and j#j< 1. It is
surrounded by the central and end-plug calorimeters cover-
ing the range j#j< 3:6. Both calorimeters have separate
EM and hadronic compartments. A proportional wire
chamber (CES) [17], with orthogonal anode wires and
cathode strips, is embedded in the central EM calorimeter,
covering the region of j#j< 1:1, at a depth of six radiation
lengths. It allows a measurement of the number and shape,
in both # and azimuth$, of EM showers (clusters of wires

or strips). The anode-wire pitch (in $) is 1.5 cm and the
cathode-strip pitch varies with # from 1.7 cm to 2.0 cm.
The CES provides a means of distinguishing single photon
showers from "0 ! !! up to ETð"0Þ ( 8 GeV. The re-
gion 3:6< j#j< 5:2 is covered by a lead-liquid scintillator
calorimeter called the Miniplug [18]. At higher pseudor-
apidities, 5:4< j#j< 7:4, scintillation counters, called
beam shower counters (BSC-1=2=3), are located on each
side of the CDF detector. Gas Cherenkov detectors, with 48
photomultipliers per side, covering 3:7< j#j< 4:7, detect
charged particles, and were also used to determine the
luminosity with a 6% uncertainty [19].
The data were recorded using a three-level on-line event

selection system (trigger). At the first level we required one
EM cluster with ET > 2 GeV and j#j< 2:1 and no signal
above noise in the BSC-1 counters (j#j ¼ 5:4–5:9). This
rapidity gap requirement rejected a large fraction of inelas-
tic collisions as well as most events with more than one
interaction (pileup). A second EM cluster with similar
properties was required at level two. A level three trigger
selected events with two calorimeter showers consistent
with coming from electrons or photons: i.e., passing the
requirement (cut) that the ratio of shower energy in the
hadronic (HAD) calorimeter to that in the EM (HAD:EM)
be less than 0.125, and that the signal shape in the CES is
consistent with a single shower.
We now describe the offline selection of events, with two

isolated EM showers and no other particles except the
outgoing p and !p, which were not detected. Two central,
j#j< 1, EM showers were required with ET > 2:5 GeV to
avoid trigger threshold inefficiencies. The energy resolu-
tion is dE=E( 8% from test beam studies and in situ p=E
matching for electrons. A refined HAD:EM ratio cut of
<0:055þ 0:000 45E was applied, as well as an acoplanar-
ity cut of j"" "$j< 0:6. The trigger selection efficiency
for single photons was measured using data collected with
an interaction trigger (minimum bias). The BSC-1 gap
trigger was taken to be 100% efficient as the BSC-1 trigger
threshold was clearly above the noise level and the offline
selection criteria. We measured an overall trigger effi-
ciency of "trig ¼ 92%) 2%ðsystÞ. A weighting process

was necessary due to the different slope in ET of the
minimum bias probe data compared to the signal. The
trigger efficiency did not show any # or $ dependence
for j#j< 1. Monte Carlo signal simulation data samples
were generated using the SUPERCHIC program (version 1.3)
[11,20] based on recent developments of the Durham KMR
model [2]. The Monte Carlo samples were passed through
a simulation of the detector, CDFSIM 6.1.4.m including
GEANT version 3:21=14 [21]. The systematic error was
estimated by using the binwise uncertainty of the effi-
ciency in the weighting process of the signal
Monte Carlo sample. Taking into account a combined
detector and offline reconstruction efficiency of "rec ¼
55%) 3%ðsystÞ, and a photon identification efficiency of

FIG. 1. Leading order diagrams for central exclusive produc-
tion in pð !pÞ-p collisions: (a) exclusive !! production in !p-p
collisions; (b) exclusive Higgs boson production in p-p colli-
sions. Note the screening gluon that cancels the color flow from
the interacting gluons.
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Physics opportunity here. Needs a lot of luminosity



Under low-pileup conditions, can start exclusive analyses 
(e.g. dimuons) without proton tags

◆ Isolation requirement for dimuon 
vertex (2 mm) to separate from pileup
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Figure 1. Schematic diagrams for the exclusive and semi-exclusive two-photon production of
muon pairs in pp collisions for the elastic (left), single dissociative (center), and double dissociative
(right) cases. The three lines in the final state of the center and right plots indicate dissociation of
the proton into a low-mass system N .

process, like the extremely small pair transverse momentum and acoplanarity (defined as

1� |��(µ+µ�)/⌅|), stem from the very small virtualities of the exchanged photons.

At the Tevatron, the exclusive two-photon production of electron [4, 5] and muon [5, 6]

pairs in pp collisions has been measured with the CDF detector. Observations have been

made of QED signals, leading to measurements of exclusive charmonium photoproduc-

tion [6] and searches for anomalous high-mass exclusive dilepton production [5]. However,

all such measurements have very limited numbers of selected events because the data

samples were restricted to single interaction bunch crossings. The higher energies and

increased luminosity available at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will allow significant

improvements in these measurements, if this limitation can be avoided. As a result of the

small theoretical uncertainties and characteristic kinematic distributions in �� ⇧ µ+µ�,

this process has been proposed as a candidate for a complementary absolute calibration of

the luminosity of pp collisions [1–3].

Unless both outgoing protons are detected, the semi-exclusive two-photon production,

involving single or double proton dissociation (figure 1, middle and right panels), becomes

an irreducible background that has to be subtracted. The proton-dissociation process is

less well determined theoretically, and in particular requires significant corrections due to

proton rescattering. This e⌅ect occurs when there are strong-interaction exchanges between

the protons, in addition to the two-photon interaction. These extra contributions may alter

the kinematic distributions of the final-state muons, and may also produce additional low-

momentum hadrons. As a result, the proton-dissociation process has significantly di⌅erent

kinematic distributions compared to the pure exclusive case, allowing an e⌅ective separation

of the signal from this background.

In this paper, we report a measurement of dimuon exclusive production in pp collisions

at
⌃
s = 7TeV for the invariant mass of the pair above 11.5GeV, with each muon having

transverse momentum pT(µ) > 4GeV and pseudorapidity |⇥(µ)| < 2.1 (where ⇥ is defined

as � ln(tan(⇤/2))). This measurement is based on data collected by the Compact Muon

Solenoid (CMS) experiment during the 2010 LHC run, including beam collisions with

multiple interactions in the same bunch crossing (event pileup), and corresponding to an

integrated luminosity of 40 pb�1 with a relative uncertainty of 4% [7].
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process, like the extremely small pair transverse momentum and acoplanarity (defined as

1� |��(µ+µ�)/⌅|), stem from the very small virtualities of the exchanged photons.

At the Tevatron, the exclusive two-photon production of electron [4, 5] and muon [5, 6]

pairs in pp collisions has been measured with the CDF detector. Observations have been

made of QED signals, leading to measurements of exclusive charmonium photoproduc-

tion [6] and searches for anomalous high-mass exclusive dilepton production [5]. However,

all such measurements have very limited numbers of selected events because the data

samples were restricted to single interaction bunch crossings. The higher energies and

increased luminosity available at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will allow significant

improvements in these measurements, if this limitation can be avoided. As a result of the

small theoretical uncertainties and characteristic kinematic distributions in �� ⇧ µ+µ�,

this process has been proposed as a candidate for a complementary absolute calibration of

the luminosity of pp collisions [1–3].

Unless both outgoing protons are detected, the semi-exclusive two-photon production,

involving single or double proton dissociation (figure 1, middle and right panels), becomes

an irreducible background that has to be subtracted. The proton-dissociation process is

less well determined theoretically, and in particular requires significant corrections due to

proton rescattering. This e⌅ect occurs when there are strong-interaction exchanges between

the protons, in addition to the two-photon interaction. These extra contributions may alter

the kinematic distributions of the final-state muons, and may also produce additional low-

momentum hadrons. As a result, the proton-dissociation process has significantly di⌅erent

kinematic distributions compared to the pure exclusive case, allowing an e⌅ective separation

of the signal from this background.

In this paper, we report a measurement of dimuon exclusive production in pp collisions

at
⌃
s = 7TeV for the invariant mass of the pair above 11.5GeV, with each muon having

transverse momentum pT(µ) > 4GeV and pseudorapidity |⇥(µ)| < 2.1 (where ⇥ is defined

as � ln(tan(⇤/2))). This measurement is based on data collected by the Compact Muon

Solenoid (CMS) experiment during the 2010 LHC run, including beam collisions with

multiple interactions in the same bunch crossing (event pileup), and corresponding to an

integrated luminosity of 40 pb�1 with a relative uncertainty of 4% [7].
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◆ Must account for diffraction background 
(since no proton tag yet)

◆ Signal: Co-linear muons: 
~4000 events/fb-1 (if no pileup)

Measurement of 
 Analysis based on full 2010 sample (40pb-1) 

 Trigger on two 3GeV muons 

 Offline require pT()>4GeV, |()| < 2.1 

 m()>11.5GeV to remove  

 Data/MC corrections based on control 

samples of muons from inclusive J/ and Z 

 

 Exclusivity selection based on 

tracking/vertexing, to retain efficiency with 

high pileup 

 Require a vertex with exactly 2 muons, and 

no other tracks within 2mm 

 Efficiency measured as a function of pileup 

in zero bias/beam-crossing triggered data  

 ~65% efficient with 8 pileup vertices 

 
JHEP 01:052, 2012 20 

8

Luminosity prospects

•  Theory uncertainties on the elastic 
!!�&& cross-section are "1% 

• For 100pb-1 at 14TeV, !N/N " 4% after all 
cuts

• Non-zero background, but signal can still 
be statistically separated using $% and 
$pT shapes

• Depends on controlling experimental 
systematics (trigger efficiency, background 
subtraction, etc.)

• For comparison of luminosity measurements 
at the LHC, see arXiv:0903.3861
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• For 100pb-1 at 14TeV, !N/N " 4% after all 
cuts

• Non-zero background, but signal can still 
be statistically separated using $% and 
$pT shapes

• Depends on controlling experimental 
systematics (trigger efficiency, background 
subtraction, etc.)

• For comparison of luminosity measurements 
at the LHC, see arXiv:0903.3861

Forward calorimeters provide some suppression 
(if no pileup):

CMS calorimeter |η| < 5
Castor 5.2 < |η| < 6.6 and
ZDC |η| > 8.6 (neutral particles)

~65% efficiency for pileup of 8



Measured γγ → µ+µ-  in 2010 data

◆ Analysis based on full 2010 sample (40 pb-1)
● Trigger on two 3 GeV muons
● Offline pT(µ)>4 GeV, |(η)| < 2.1 
● m(µµ)>11.5 GeV to remove Υ → µµ
● Control samples of muons from inclusive J/ψ and Z 
● Pileup ~ 2

◆ Ratio σ predicted/measured = 0.83 ± 0.15
● Extracted from fit to pT distribution, using SD shape from MC

21

2010 data published: JHEP 1201, 052 (2012)
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Figure 7. Muon pair invariant mass spectrum (left) and acoplanarity (right), with all selection
criteria applied and the simulation normalized to the best-fit value. Data are shown as points with
statistical error bars, while the histograms represent the simulated signal (yellow), single (light
green) and double (dark green) proton dissociative backgrounds, and DY (red).
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Figure 8. Muon pair transverse momentum di⌅erence (left) and pair pseudorapidity (right), with
all selection criteria applied and the simulation normalized to the best-fit value. Data are shown
as points with statistical error bars, while the histograms represent the simulated signal (yellow),
single (light green) and double (dark green) proton dissociative backgrounds, and DY (red).

7.1 Pileup correction systematic uncertainties

Charged tracks from pileup interactions more than 2.0mm from the dimuon vertex may

induce a signal ine⇧ciency, if they are misreconstructed to originate from within the 2.0mm

veto window. The ⇥-dependent single-track impact parameter resolution in CMS has been

measured to be less than 0.2mm in the transverse direction, and less than 1.0mm in the

longitudinal direction [20]. The track-veto e⇧ciency is studied in zero-bias data by varying

the nominal 2.0mm veto distance from 1.0 to 3.0mm. The maximum relative variation is
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Figure 5. One and two standard-deviation contours in the plane of fitted parameters for the
proton-dissociation yield ratio vs. modification parameter a (left), the data-theory signal ratio vs.
modification parameter a (center), and the data-theory signal ratio vs. proton-dissociation yield
ratio (right). The contours represent 39.3% and 86.5% confidence regions, where the cross indicates
the best-fit point.
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Figure 6. Result of fit to the pT(µ+µ�) distribution with requirements on |�pT(µ+µ�)| (left) and
on both |�pT(µ+µ�)| and 1� |��(µ+µ�)/⌅| (right) removed. The points with error bars represent
the data. The histograms are the result of fitting the simulated distributions to the data.

The central values of the signal and single-proton dissociation yields from the fit are

both below the mean number expected for 40 pb�1, consistent with the deficit shown in ta-

ble 1. This is investigated by repeating the fit, first with the�pT(µ+µ�) < 1.0GeV require-

ment removed, and then with both the �pT(µ+µ�) < 1.0GeV and 1�|��(µ+µ�)/⌅| < 0.1

selections removed. From simulation this is expected to have negligible e⌅ect on the sig-

nal e⇧ciency, while enhancing the background. The double-proton dissociation and DY

contributions in particular are expected to be small with the nominal selection, but their

sum becomes comparable in size to the signal with the �pT(µ+µ�) and 1� |��(µ+µ�)/⌅|
requirements removed.
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Figure 8. Muon pair transverse momentum di⌅erence (left) and pair pseudorapidity (right), with
all selection criteria applied and the simulation normalized to the best-fit value. Data are shown
as points with statistical error bars, while the histograms represent the simulated signal (yellow),
single (light green) and double (dark green) proton dissociative backgrounds, and DY (red).

7.1 Pileup correction systematic uncertainties

Charged tracks from pileup interactions more than 2.0mm from the dimuon vertex may

induce a signal ine⇧ciency, if they are misreconstructed to originate from within the 2.0mm

veto window. The ⇥-dependent single-track impact parameter resolution in CMS has been

measured to be less than 0.2mm in the transverse direction, and less than 1.0mm in the

longitudinal direction [20]. The track-veto e⇧ciency is studied in zero-bias data by varying

the nominal 2.0mm veto distance from 1.0 to 3.0mm. The maximum relative variation is
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Coming attraction… 
Extending this to dilepton analysis of CEP WW 

■ CEP WW → µµ, µe, ee + νν 
◆ Higher pT leptons than γγ → µ+µ- 
◆ Leptons no longer back-to-back

■ Analysis of 2011 data is nearing completion
◆ WW → µeνν (avoids Drell-Yan Z background)
◆ Estimate anomalous quartic gauge coupling 

with CalcHEP + CMS full simulation
● Customized model with form-factor for unitarity 

constraint

22

Expect factor ~20 improvement on AQGC limit from 2011 data vs LEP

29Anomalous quartic and triple gauge couplings Christophe Royon
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Figure 1: Sketch diagram showing the two-
photon production of a central system.
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Figure 2: Distribution of the transverse momen-
tum of the leading lepton for signal and back-
ground after the cut onW , ⇤ET , and '& between
the two leptons.

second leading leptons at 25 and 10 GeV respectively, on ⇤ET > 20 GeV, '& > 2.7 between leading
leptons, and 160 <W < 500 GeV, the diffractive mass reconstructed using the forward detectors,
the background is found to be less than 1.7 event for 30 fb�1 for a SM signal of 51 events. In this
channel, a 5 ( discovery of the Standard Model pp⇥ pWW p process is possible after 5 fb�1.

2. Quartic anomalous couplings

The parameterization of the quartic couplings based on [8] is adopted. We concentrate on the
lowest order dimension operators which have the correct Lorentz invariant structure and obey the
SU(2)C custodial symmetry in order to fulfill the stringent experimental bound on the ) parameter.
The lowest order interaction Lagrangians which involve two photons are dim-6 operators. The
following expression for the effective quartic Lagrangian is used

L 0
6 =

�e2

8
aW0
"2

Fµ*Fµ*W++W�
+ � e2

16cos2 ,W
aZ0
"2
Fµ*Fµ*Z+Z+

L C
6 =

�e2

16
aWC
"2

Fµ+Fµ- (W++W�
- +W�+W+

- )� e2

16cos2,W
aZC
"2
Fµ+Fµ-Z+Z- (2.1)

where a0, aC are the parametrized new coupling constants and the new scale " is introduced so that
the Lagrangian density has the correct dimension four and is interpreted as the typical mass scale
of new physics. In the above formula, we allowed the W and Z parts of the Lagrangian to have
specific couplings, i.e. a0 ⇥ (aW0 , aZ0 ) and similarly aC ⇥ (aWC , aZC).

The WW and ZZ two-photon cross sections rise quickly at high energies when any of the
anomalous parameters are non-zero. The cross section rise has to be regulated by a form factor
which vanishes in the high energy limit to construct a realistic physical model of the BSM theory.
We therefore modify the couplings by form factors that have the desired behavior, i.e. they modify
the coupling at small energies only slightly but suppress it when the center-of-mass energy W$$

3

Figure 16: Standard Model diagram for CEP production of WW .

Initially we can perform this analysis with the existing CMS detector as an extension of our
exclusive dimuon analysis, rejecting events that have evidence of the proton breakup at the edge of
the detector. With data collected in the next few years, this should provide a factor of 100 improve-
ment over previous limits on AGQCs set by the LEP experiments. Pileup from high luminosity
running will be the limiting factor, but can be greatly reduced by applying kinematic and timing
constraints using protons tagged by the HPS detectors. A direct measurement of the Standard
Model CEP WW signal should be achievable with 5 fb�1 integrated luminosity with the HPS2
detector system. In 2012 we will analyze and publish the limits based using the central CMS de-
tector system and estimate the performance using the HPS1 detectors, with follow up publications
in 2013 using the first data from HPS1.

Background measurement for slepton search

The Standard Model CEP WW leptonic decay signal results in a background for the slepton pair
analysis, since it has exactly the same topology: two leptons with missing energy. Unless the
slepton and neutralino masses happen to match the W and neutrino masses, then the CEP WW
background can be cleanly separated using kinematic variables.. The kinematics of the two final-
state leptons themselves provides very little separation of signal from background. However, the
two forward protons prescribe the full kinematics of the slepton system and therefore provide a
powerful means to reject background.

Under high luminosity conditions the dominant background for sleptons comes from a random
coincidence of three separate interactions within one bunch crossing: one event that produces
a muon pair in the central detector and two others that each produce a forward proton. This
background from randomly overlapping events can be reduced by requiring that the dimuon vertex
z position (along the beam direction) be consistent with the predicted z position from the tagged
protons. To do this requires that the proton detectors include precise time-of-flight measurements.
We are leading the development of the reference timing system for HPS and our hardware R&D
plan is discussed in Section 4.2.2.

Assuming a resolution of 20 ps on the time-of-flight measurement and the nominal bunch
length, we gain a factor of 1 in 24 rejection. This reduces the background cross section to 170 pb.
To further reduce the background we can also apply kinematic constraints derived from the mea-
sured protons as in the case of the CEP WW background. Prior to the installation of any forward
detectors, in 2012 we plan to estimate the effectiveness of this rejection by studying a surrogate

LLNL-PROP-468241



High Precision Spectrometer (HPS) upgrade for CMS
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R&D approved in 2010, now in discussions with CMS upgrade 
management for Phase I installation (240 m) 

Each station consists of:
Two moving beam pipes
Silicon tracking 
Cherenkov timing detectors

240 m 420 m

Tracking

Proton&beam&line&

Tracking 
and Timing Sca/ered&

proton

Phase I 
(2014)

Phase II 
(2017)

Beam pipes easily accesible

10 m



HPS station basic design: tracking & timing 

Two modules ~ 10 meters apart:
◆ Tracking: silicon pixels

● Momentum reconstruction:  Δp/p ~ 2 x 10-4

● Position precision of 10 µm 
● Angular resolution of 1-2 µrad 

◆ Timing: Cherenkov quartz bars
● Time resolution ~20 ps
● Segmentation for > 1 proton/bunch
● Radhard: Lifetime > year at LHC at 1034

◆ Timing reference across both arms 
~ 20 ps resolution
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BPM Bellow 

Moving box 

~54 cm 

◆ Moving beam pipe
● No vacuum forces
● Detectors remain at atmosphere 

Domenico Dattola, INFN Torino



Silicon pixels
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Will Johns design 
(July 2011)

■ Phase I requires 32 total planes
◆ 2x3 modules = 16 mm x 24 mm each
◆ Current FPIX has unacceptably large (1.1 mm) 

dead region around edges (guard ring) 
■ Pursuing two options simultaneously 

(both based on CMS FPIX detector/
upgrade)
◆ Edgeless 3D pixels with FPIX upgrade

● Nearly final test iteration with vendors
● Vendor production facility upgrades (to 15 cm 

wafers) affects scheule
◆ Slim-edge version of current FPIX based on 

design pioneered by ATLAS pixel detector
● Overlap active region on one side with reduced 

guard ring on the other: Testing 250 µm to 450 µm 
edge designs

ATLAS IBL slim-edge testSimon Kwan, Fermilab



Pileup is a serious problem for all analyses,
fast timing is a solution

■ Multiple-events per crossing makes “empty detector” cuts ineffective
◆ Vertexing within the event helps, but efficiency goes to zero at high pileup
◆ Proton tag provides z position and recovers efficiency

■ Triple coincidence involving two single-diffractions becomes a problem
◆ 20 ps resolution on proton tags gives factor 24 rejection

■ At max luminosity multiple proton tags per crossing becomes a problem
◆ Reject with more precise and accurate (absolute) timing reference

28

Signal: Di-smuon 
with pileup 
(double tag)

Background: Drell-Yan 
di-muon with two 
single diffraction tags 
(fake double tag)

Precision timing of protons is critical to forward detector upgrade

p p

µ µ µ µ

p p



Cherenkov detectors for timing measurement
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Mike Albrow, Fermilab

Beam&

Prototype Integration in moving beam pipe

proton&

■ Novel quartz bar configuration
◆ All Cherenkov light is totally internally 

reflected to back of radiator bar
◆ ~2/3 of light reaches photodetector 

promptly
◆ Maintain total internal reflection: 

Nothing touches surface, except at 
corners, separate bars with fine wire 
(100 !m)



Cherenkov achieved 16 ps resolution in Fermilab 
test beam 
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Mike Albrow, Fermilab

40mm$MCPPMT$
reference$(10$ps)

2mm$x$2mm$
trigger$counter$

Four$units$in$test$beam
(Drawings$glued$on$boxes$for$alignment$only)

One$event:$
3$bars$in$line$

MCPPMT$ref$

σ(t)%=%32%ps/bar%=%16%ps/4bars%

Technical)issues)solved,)except:)
Radia5on)levels)in)SiPM)“cave”)to)be)
calculated)and)measured.)
HPTDCBDAQ)to)integrate)CMS)readout.)

DRS4%5%GHz%waveform%digi5ser%%
200%ps/point%%%%%%%%20%mV/div.%&%2%ns/div)%

Several$improvements$possible$→$10$ps



Reference clock: 10 ps or better relative timing

■ RF cable with feedback to keep 
clocks at each end in sync
◆ Leverage system developed by 

SLAC as trigger for LCLS detectors
◆ CMS application came from LLNL 

ILC engineering collab. with SLAC 
accelerator group

◆ We shared this with ATLAS
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Jeff Gronberg, LLNL



Reference timing system R&D and calibration

■ Completed signal stability tests for max length 
of 520 m using LCLS spare system 
◆ Short time, jitter <  1 ps
◆ Phase stability = 1.2 ps/C well within HPS 

timing requirements
■ To complete LHC capable system:

◆ Modify LCLS design to use 40 MHz LHC 
bunch clock

◆ Measure performance using Ckov signals + 
PECL gate with TDCs (to date all timing 
based only on RF phase comparison)

◆ Remeasure with CMS high-rate TDCs
■ 2015: Commissioning and calibration with real 

data (synchronize absolute time with correct 
bunch crossing)
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AVA7RK750
AVA7750,&HELIAX®&
Andrew&Virtual&AirTM&
Coaxial&polyolefin&jacket

520 m

Jeff Gronberg, LLNL



Terahertz oscilloscope solves multiple proton detection 
problem for HPS

■ Optical time-stretcher permits 1 ps 
time resolution
◆ Chirped laser pump pulse on non-linear 

mixing crystal acts like a lens
◆ Demonstrated factor of 100 time stretch 

and 0.75 ps resolution
■ Future R&D: couple with proton 

detectors and design pump laser for 
LHC pulse structure
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Unique LLNL technology developed from outside of HEP

Engineer John Heebner of the Engineering 

coupled. The more temporal resolution we 

LensObject

Input
dispersion

Time
lens

Output
dispersion

Image

Input
Fiber

Amplifiers

Nonlinear crystal waveguide

Laser system

Fiber pump
dispersion

Pulse picker

Chirped fiber
Bragg grating

Output

with an optical streak camera, the system achieves a 20

2009



Conclusion: Addition of small proton detectors 
have a big impact on CMS physics

■ Extra information by detecting scattered 
forward protons:

◆ Interaction vertex point
◆ Mass of the produced particle
◆ Boost of the produced particles

■ Enables Higgs, SUSY, BSM, QCD physics 
otherwise unattainable with CMS

■ Sensitive to new physics up to 1.3 TeV
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Great things are done by a series 
of small things brought together. 
– Vincent Van Gogh

BPM Bellow 

Moving box 

~54 cm 

AFP: Proposes to use double proton tagging in conjunction 
with the ATLAS detector as a means to measure properties of 

Higgs (quantum numbers+mass)  and other new physics 

ATLAS Forward Protons (AFP) 

Central Exclusive Production (QCD) Central Exclusive Production (QED) 

NEW 

3 CEP: Momentum lost by protons goes entirely into mass of central system 


